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Abstract
The 2019-nCoV virus is a human-infectious coronavirus (CoV). Very few treatment options are available
to healthcare professionals who are �ghting this outbreak at the front. The main warning symptoms of
COVID-19, the disease caused by the new coronavirus, are fever, fatigue, and a dry cough, sometimes it
also causes cold-like symptoms like a runny nose which are sometimes similar to symptoms of allergies
and sometimes di�cult to differentiate between COVID-19 and allergies. The anti-allergic drug molecules
can behave as good inhibitor against COVID-19. Molecular docking studies have been performed to
examine the inhibitor properties of anti-allergic molecules against Covid-19. The searching of better
inhibitors have been examined interns of various non-covalent interactions like hydrogen bond, halogen
bond, vander waal’s interactions, alkyl-πand π-π interactions between small molecules (Anti-allergic
medicines) with main protease of Covid-19 using molecular docking and Molecular Dynamics simulation
which reveals that astemizole is best inhibitor among ten Anti-allergic drug molecules.

Introduction:
The 2019-nCoV (2019 novel coronavirus) is one of newly emerged coronavirus which originated in a
Wuhan sea food market of china and has quickly spread in the rest of world.1 The 2019-nCoV virus is a
human-infectious coronavirus (CoV) [1, 2]. Very few treatment options are available to healthcare
professionals who are �ghting this outbreak at the front. The possible identi�cation treatment become
easy after determination of genome sequence (GenBank ID: MN908947.3) [2]. At this moment,
researchers have involved to develop the vaccines, small molecules, and biological therapeutics to target
speci�cally 2019-nCoV virus which is essential to bene�t patients in the current outbreak. However, the
sequences of 2019-nCoV (2019-novel Corona Virus) matches 82% with respiratory syndrome-related
coronavirus (SARS-CoV, GenBank ID: NC_004718.3). Therefore, the knowledge of medicinal chemistry
studies on SARS-CoV and the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS-CoV) may help us to �nd the
speci�c medicine for treatment 2019-nCoV [3]. The spike proteins of CoV binds a host cell-surface
receptor for entry and for 2019-nCoV, the receptor is angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) [4]. The
positive genomic RNA of virus attaches directly to the host ribosome inside the host cell for the
translation of two large conterminal poly proteins through the process proteolysis into components for
packaging new virions [5]. The proteolysis process generates the two proteases which are coronavirus
main proteinase (3CLpro) and the papain-like protease (PLpro) [6]. CoV encodes another proteins
replicase that is an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) which can help to replicate the RNA genome
[7]. Researcher can targets these four proteins like spike, RdRp, 3CLpro, and PLpro for treatment of for
2019-nCoV [8].

The computer-aided drug design techniques have been e�ciently used to quickly identify promising drug
repurposing candidates. That technique becomes easy after resolving the detailed 3D-structures of key
virous proteins. Recently, the crystal structure of 2019-nCoV protease in complex with a covalently-
bonded inhibitor, N3 (PDB: 6LU7) have been reported which will give advantage to design the proper
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inhibitor i.e. small molecule for 2019-nCoV [9, 10]. There are few reports on the study of inhibitors of
2019-nCoV.

There are some reports on the several promising known drugs stand out as potential inhibitors of 2019-
nCoV protease. The ritonavir and remdesivir showed e�cacy at cellular level [11–14]. However, remdesivir
has been previously used to treat Ebola virus. The studies of Oseltamivir (prodrug of oseltamivir
carboxylate), drug have also been performed against SARS-CoV-2 which is commonly used to treat
in�uenza viruse [15]. Arbidol (with an antiviral effect of 100% after 14 days of treatment) and
lopinavir/ritonavir (with an antiviral effect of 55.9% after 14 days of treatment) also can be used
signi�cantly against anti-SARS-CoV-2 effect [16]. Signi�cant anti-SARS-CoV-2 effect has been shown by
Darunavir and hydroxychloroquine [17]. The anti-SARS-CoV-2 effects have examined using favipiravir
(prodrug of favipiravir-4-ribofuranosyl-5’-monophosphate and favipiravir-4-ribofuranosyl-5’-triphosphate,
EC50 = 61.88 µM, CC50 > 400 µM, SI > 6.46), [18] ribavirin (prodrug of ribavirin 5’-monophosphate, EC50 = 
109.50 µM, CC50 > 400 µM, SI > 3.65) [19, 20] nitazoxanide (prodrug of tizoxanide, EC50 = 2.12 µM, CC50
> 35.53 µM, SI > 16.76) [21, 22] and chloroquine (EC50 = 1.13 µM, CC50 > 100 µM, SI > 88.50 [12, 23]. The
computational studies have been also examined to observe anti-SARS-CoV-2 effects with saquinavir,
remdesivir,dolutegravir, and bictegravir [24].

There are some similarity symptoms of Covid-19 and allergy. The main warning symptoms of COVID-19,
the disease caused by the new coronavirus, are fever, fatigue, and a dry cough, sometimes, it also causes
cold-like symptoms like a runny nose. Therefore, it may be sometimes di�cult to differentiate between
COVID-19 and allergies in allergy season. Severe allergies can make you can feel tightness in your chest
and shortness of breath, especially if you have asthma, too which are also serious symptoms of COVID-
19 [25].

In this article, we have searched ten Anti-allergic molecules (Astemizole, Clemastine, Cyeproheptadine,
Fluorometholone, Flucasoni, Iodoxiamide, Loratadine, Nedocromil, Olopatadine, and Triprolidine) for the
study of interactions with main protease of Covid-19. The interactions studies and interaction energies
between Anti-allergic molecules and main protease of Covid-19 have been performed using molecular
docking which have been collected from the previously reported crystal structure of inhibiter-protein
complex (PDB: 6LU7). The Molecular Dynamics Simulation studies also been performed using Gromacs
which result also corroborates with docking studies.

Computational Methods:
The docking study has been performed using AutoDock Vina as docking software. 10 Anti-allergic
medicines (ligands) have been searched to examine inhibitor properties against Covid-19 [26]. The ligand
molecules and the crystal structure for SARS-CoV-2 was taken from Protein Data Bank (PDB: 6LU7) and
missing residues of SARS-CoV2 were added with Swiss Model [27-29]. Before docking study we have
added the hydrogen in ligand molecules and main protease of Covid-19. The anti-allergic molecules were
docked with the active of main protease of Covid-19 where the active site has been considered from the
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previously reported crystal structure of complex of inhibitor-main protease of Covid-19 (PDB: 6LU7) using
Pyrex virtual screening tool using AutoDock Vina [30, 31].The results of screening were analyzed with
Discovery Studio visualization software [32]. 

Molecular docking and ranking:

AutoDock Vina (Trott & Olson 2010) is an open-source program, which was used for molecular docking of
ligands. Initially, AutoDockTools has been used for all inhibitors and energy minimized proteins (with or
without binding site water residues) for the conversion into PDBQT �les. GridBox was generated for each
protein-inhibitor complexes and con�guration �les were created for each docking run. The
exhaustiveness has been set to 10 for all run. The Lamarckian genetic algorithm has been used as a
search engine. AutoDock 4.0 force �eld has been used [33].

MD Simulation:

For molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, we have taken the docking structure of Asetemizole with main
protease of Covid-19 and crystal structure of Covid-19 during 25 ns time scale. GROMACS 4.6.3 has been
used for molecular dynamics simulations using with AMBER 03 force �eld [34, 35]. For MD simulation,
the Aseemizole-Covid-19 complex and Covid-19 protein were soaked in cubic box �lled with TIP4P water
molecules at a distance of 10 Å away from the box wall. Then the energy minimization step has been
performed energy minimization to remove steric clashes between solvent molecules which involved 2 000
000 steps during the time period of 1000 ps. Position restrained dynamics at a constant volume and
temperature (NVT) was carried out for 200 ps where the temperature was raised to 300 K with a coupling
time of 0.1 ps. And then NPT has been performed at 300 K for 200 ps using a Berendsen barostat and a
V-rescale thermostat coupling with a coupling time of 0.1 ps [34, 36, 37]. For monitoring pressure we have
employed the Berendsen coupling method.

Results And Discussion:
In this article, we have selected the ten anti allergetic drug molecules (Astemizole, Clemastine,
Cyeproheptadine, Fluorometholone, Flucasoni, Iodoxiamide, Loratadine, Nedocromil, Olopatadine, and
Triprolidine) to examine the activity for the treatment of Covid-19 (Figure 1).

The several anti allergetic drug molecules are docked in the active site of COVID-19 main protease (PDB:
6LU7). Initially, we have removed the inhibitor from the active site of crystal structure (PDB: 6LU7). The
similar interactions are observed for the docked inhibitor on the active site of COVID-19 main protease
and crystal structure with crystal structure (Figure 2). Further, we have docked the ten anti allergetic drug
molecules with the active site of COVID-19 main protease.

The binding energies calculated in docking study are given in Table 1. The interaction energies in the
active site of inhibitor (N3-4) is 7.9 kcal/mol. Further, we have calculated interaction energies of other
anti-allergic molecules with the active site of COVID-19 main protease using Docking Study.
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Table 1
Table for interaction energies between inhibitor and Covid-19 protein calculated in Docking

Study.
S. No. Drug Molecules Energy (kcal/mol.) S. No. Drug Molecules Energy

1 N3-4 -7.9 7 Iodoxiamide -6.8

2 Astemizole -8.1 8 Ioratadine -7.3

3 Clemastine -6.6 9 Nedocromil -7.4

4 Cyproheptadine -6.6 10 Olopatadine -7.4

5 Fluorometholone -7.1 11 Triprolidine -7.4

6 Fluticasoni -7.2      

Inhibitor N3 make similar interaction with docking structure. Crystal structure analysis shows that
inhibitor N3 make the interaction with various active residues like MET-165, GLU-166, GLY-143, GLN-189,
THR-190, ALA-191, PRO-168, HIS-172, PHE-140, LIU-167, HIS-41, MET-49. Further, we have again docked
same inhibitor in the active site of COVID-19 main protease. Docking structure analysis reveals that
inhibitor interacts with the nearly similar active site like crystal structure (MET-165, GLU-166, GLY-143,
GLN-189, THR-190, ALA-191, HIS-163, SER-144, CYS-145) (Figure 2).

Further, we have docked other ten anti-allergic drug molecules (Astemizole, Clemastine, Cyeproheptadine,
Fluorometholone, Flucasoni, Iodoxiamide, Loratadine, Nedocromil, Olopatadine, and Triprolidine) with the
active site of main protease of Covid-19.

Interaction energies analysis from docking study reveals that Astemezole interacts strongly even greater
than inhibitor N3 where the interaction energy is 8.1 Kcal/mol (Table 1 & Figure 3). The Astemezole
interacts with the residues of THR-26, HIS-41, PHE-140, LEU-141, ASN-142, GLY-143, CIS-145 and MET-165
of Covid-19 main Protease (Figure 3). Numbers of interactions present in astemezole-protein complex are
less than that of inhibitor N3. However, π-π stacking interactions and halogen bonding can play the
important role for stronger interaction compare to inhibitor N3. anti-allergic clamastine interacts with
active site of protein weakly among the above molecules (Figure 1 & Figure 4, Table 1). The analysis
shows that the numbers of interaction present in the complex of clamastine and main protease of Covid-
19 are less. Clamastine interacts with active residues of ASN-142, LEU-27, CYS-145 and MET-165 of main
protease of Covid-19 (Figure 4).

Crypoheptadiene interacts with active sites of main protease of Covid-19 is similar to that of Clemastine
(interaction energy is 6.6 kcal/mol). Similar type of interactions is present in both of clemastine and
crypoheptadine molecule (Alkyl-π, π-π and vanderwaal’s interactions) which results corroborates with
interactions energies (Table 1, Figure 4 and Figure 5).

Iodoxamide
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The interaction energies obtained from docking study reveals that Iodoxamide, Fluorometholone, and
Fluticasoni are nearly same (Iodoxamide = 6.8 Kcal/mol; Fluorometholone = 7.1 Kcal/mol.; Fluticasoni =
7.2 Kcal/mol.) (Table 1). The numbers of interactions as well as type of these interactions present in the
complex of Fluorometholone, Fluticasoni and Iodoxamide with main protease of Covid-19 are also similar
(Figure 6, 7 and 8).

Ioratadiene, Nedocromil, Olopatadiene and Triprolidine interaction stronger compare to Fluorometholone,
Fluticasoni and Iodoxamide.

Md Simulation:
Further, we have performed Molecular Dynamics simulation using best inhibitor Astemizole with main
protease of Covid-19 for 25 ns. Total hydrogen bonding, root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), root mean
square �uctuation (RMSF) and radius of gyration have been examined during Molecular Dynamics
Simulation for 25 ns for the complex of inhibitor (Astemizole)- Covid-19 protein and crystal structure of
Covid-19 protein (Figure 10, 11, 12 and 13).

Total hydrogen bonding analysis reveals that inhibitor Astemizole interacts with active site of main
protease of Covid-19 during 25 ns which corroborates with docking study (Figure 10). We have extended
our study to analyze root-mean-square deviation (RMSD), root mean square �uctuation (RMSF) and
radius of gyration to examine the stability of covid-19 protease during interaction with inhibitor
Astemizole.

In �gure 11, we presented detailed analysis for the RMSD as a function of time of the various part of the
Covid-19 protein-Astemizole complex (Figure 11 (a)) and Covid-19 protein (Figure 11(b)). RMSD value of
various residues are changed little even in presence of Astemizole which suggest that protein is stable
after interaction with inhibitor.

RMSF stands for root mean square �uctuation. This is a numerical measurement similar to RMSD, but
instead of indicating positional differences between entire structures over time, RMSF is a calculation of
individual residue �exibility, or how much a particular residue moves (�uctuates) during a simulation.
RDMF values for Astemizole-protein complex and Covid-19 protein suggests that residues present in
Astemizole-protein complex are effected little even interaction with inhibitor Astemizole. Therefore,
Protein is stabilized in interaction with inhibitor Astemizole (Figure 12).

Our studies are further extended with calculation of radius of gyration which indicates the compactness
of proteins which in turn re�ects its stability. It plays a signi�cant role during comparative study as
�uctuates the less it is stable at that point of time. We have calculated the Radius of Gyration of Covid-19
protein and Complex of Covid-19 and Astemizole. The results suggests that Protein is stable even
interaction with Astemizole (Figure 13).
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We have calculated the electrostatic and van der Waals interaction energies between Astemizole inhibitor
and Covid-19 protein to examine the nature of interactions during MD simulation. The interactions
studies reveal that Van der Waals interactions play vital role stabilize the Covid-19 protein with
Astemizole inhibitor (Figure 14). Figure 14, shows that Astemizole inhibitor stabilize main protease of
Covid-19 in between 10 ns to 15 ns.

Conclusion:
The American College of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology (ACAAI) is providing direction on the continued
use of corticosteroids for patients with allergies and asthma during the COVID-19 pandemic. According to
American College of Allergy, Asthma & Immunology (ACAAI), it is more important use of corticosteroids to
keep symptoms well controlled for these patients who are suffering spring allergy season, allergy and
asthma. Therefore, anti allergetic medicines may be important for the treatment of Covid-19 patient and
these may be better inhibitors for main protease of Covid-19. This study reveals that ten anti allergetic
medicines are interacted with the main protease of Covid-19 using computation studies. The searching of
better inhibitors have been examined interns of various non-covalent interactions like hydrogen bond,
halogen bond, vander waal’s interactions, alkyl-π and π-π interactions between small molecules (anti-
allergic medicines) with main protease of Covid-19. Our studies reveal that Astemizole interacts strongly
among these ten molecules and even better than the inhibiters which crystal structure with main protease
of Covid-19 is reported in the literature [9]. Other molecules like Nedocromil, Olopatadine and Triprolidine
are also better inhibitor against main protease of Covid-19. Clemastine and Cyproheptadine interact
weaker among ten anti-allergic medicines. Therefore, our studies help us to choice as well as design of
anti-allergic medicines properly for the treatment Covid-19.
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Figures

Figure 1

Structure of anti-allergic drug molecules. 1 is the experimentally reported inhibitor of Covid-19 protein.
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Figure 2

(a) Active site residues interacted with inhibitor N3-4 in crystal structure (b) Active site residues interacted
with inhibitor N3-4 in docked structures.
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Figure 3

Active site residues of Covid-19 main protease interacted with anti-allergic Astemezole

Figure 4

Active site residues of Covid-19 main protease interacted with anti-allergic Clemastine
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Figure 5

Active site residues of Covid-19 main protease interacted with anti-allergic Crypoheptadiene

Figure 6

Active site residues of Covid-19 main protease interacted with anti-allergic Iodoxamide
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Figure 7

Active site residues of Covid-19 main protease interacted with anti-allergic Fluoromethone

Figure 8

Active site residues of Covid-19 main protease interacted with anti-allergic Fluticasoni
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Figure 9

Active site residues of Covid-19 main protease interacted with anti-allergic (a) Ioratadiene (b) Nedocromil
(c) Olopatadiene (d) Triprolidine

Figure 10
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Number of total hydrogen bonding between Astemizole and Covid-19 protein

Figure 11

Plot of Root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of various residues of (a) Covid-19 Protein (b) Covid-19
Protein-Astemizole complex
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Figure 12

Plot of root mean square �uctuation (RMSF) of various residues of (a) Covid-19 Protein (b) Covid-19
Protein-Astemizole complex with time

Figure 13

Plot of radius of gyration of (a) Covid-19 Protein (b) Covid-19 Protein-Astemizole complex with time
radius of gyration
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Figure 14

(a) Plot of electrostatic interaction between Astemizole and main protease of Covid-19 with time during
MD simulation. (b) Plot of Van der Waals interaction between Astemizole and main protease of Covid-19
with time during MD simulation.
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